Second-Year Qualifying Exam Approval and Evaluating Form

Date: __________

The Research Project entitled "__________________________________
_______________________________________________________" presented by
(name)________________________________________ on (date)_______________________ has
been approved by the undersigned members of the supervising committee:

________________________________, Supervisor

________________________________

________________________________

GSC members approval:

________________________________

________________________________

The supervising committee recommends that this student:

_____ Pass. The student is deemed eligible for the Masters Degree and is allowed
to pursue admission to PhD candidacy

_____ Pass with a terminal Masters Degree. The student cannot pursue admission
to PhD candidacy.

_____ Re-examine at a time to be arranged by the examining committee

_____ Fail. No Masters Degree, no admission to PhD candidacy.
To be completed by each committee member

Date ___________________
Evaluator’s Name ______________________________________
Student’s Name________________________________________
Extended evaluation:

Research ___ no pass    ___ low pass    ___ pass    ___ high pass
Public presentation ___ no pass    ___ low pass    ___ pass    ___ high pass
Oral exam ___ no pass    ___ low pass    ___ pass    ___ high pass
    (specific to research project)
Oral exam ___ no pass    ___ low pass    ___ pass    ___ high pass
    (general performance)
Comments: